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Inside the News

Opinion

State • Dayton woman convicted of daughter's murder.

3

Nation • Tennessee man awakens from eight- year coma, (j

Aaron Weisbrod trips
out over the evils of
marijuana.

Sports • Falcon basketball team upsets EMU.
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NHL Scores

Kindness will be
practiced Friday
Jay Young
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Clinton inspects
Northwest

WOODLAND, Wash. - President Clinton Inspected the mud-coated
Pacific Northwest by hellcopter and on foot Wednesday, comforting victims of
the region's worst flooding
in decades. The administration said America was suffering a record winter of
natural disasters.
"I hope you will keep your
spirits up," Clinton declared. "This will pass and
It will get better and we'll
do everything we can to
help."
Retired trucker Douglas
Jungnickel escorted Clinton
through the ruins of his
modest home where waters
had reached chest-high last
week. Jungnlckel's World
War II uniform was drying
on a hanger outside. "He invited me into his indoor
swimming pool," Clinton
joked.
Standing in his st Illsodden yard, Jungnickel
said, "To see you out here
with ordinary people like us
- it's going to give people
faith and comfort all
around.... I hope everybody
In all the little towns in the
country can see this on television."
Outside, the president
addressed a neighborhood
crowd and pledged to
"move as quickly as possible to do as much as we can
- everything we're allowed
to do within the law to help
you rebuild and to go on
with your lives."
Woodland was the first
stop on a long day of travel
taking Clinton to floodstricken Washington, Oregon and Idaho-

Quote Of

the day
"It was the plan of
someone who was
mentally ill and acting on his delusions."
- defense attorney
J.W. Carney jr., on
John C. Salvi III
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A group of University students
will make it their task to make
everyone who they donl know
happy Friday.
ScoR Michaclis, senior elementary education major, is working
to organize a random acts of
kindness group. The group is encouraging professors to excuse
students from classes at noon on
Friday so they can get some of
the coffee, hot chocolate and
other items being distributed at
the Education Building to make
life a little better.
"We want to raise the awareness of kindness just as an idea.
We're going to make an effort to
go beyond just being nice, and
putting it into action," Michaells
said. "This makes us feel good to
do this, and I think if other peo-

Happy Valentines

ple would do it they would feel
good."
Michaelis said the group will
also collect donations to assist
those who lost property in the
Rodgers Quadrangle fire earlier
in the month. He said he is also
hoping to find more volunteers to
help with the project.
Tracy Rodriguez, junior sociology major, will be part of Friday's smile patrol offering free
items to students.
"We thought it would be really
nice if everyone in the commmunlty and at the University
would practice random acts of
kindness so we wanted to spread
the word," Rodriguez said. "The
only requirement is to be kind
and enjoy spreading kindness."
Wayne White, sophomore environmental policy major, said he
would like to like to help keep the
group alive year-round.

March 15 last day
to withdraw/pass
Heather Cvengros
The BC News
After signing up for a class,
many students may decide that
they want to drop the class
whether it may be due to lack of
interest or tough material.
Laura Waggoner, director of
student services, registration
and records, said if students wish
to withdraw/pass from a class,
they need to go through the college office to fill out a form and
get the professor's signature.
The last day to withdraw/pass
for spring semester is March IS.
Waggoner said the decision is
between the student and the instructor.
"Many students choose to wait
until after the first exam to see
where they stand as far as
grades," Waggoner said. "
However, students need to communicate with their instructors,
who can possibly help them im-

prove their grades and prevent
dropping the course."
Waggoner added that if students drop a course after March
15, they will receive a withdrawl/fail, which is calculated
into their GPA as a failure.
Linda Bakkum, academic advisor for the College of Business
Administration, said students
need to be careful because if they
drop below 12 hours, which is full
time, it could affect their housing
and financial aid
Conrad McRoberts, director of
financial aid and student employment, said there is a huge
difference between withdrawing
and dropping a course concerning financial aid.
McRoberts said If a student
withdraws, he or she goes from
some hours, to no hours, and
withdraws totally from the University.
"We need to consider what
time it is in the semester,"

Leuai McLcMaari'M AiMcUtrd Praia

Newlyweds Jerry and Blanche Klemoo of Napolean leave the Little Church of the West aTter getting
married Wednesday In Las Vegas. The couple is among hundreds who fanned out to the S8 wedding
chapels in Las Vegas for Valentine's Day weddind ceremonies.
McRoberts said "If a student
withdraws on or before the first
day of classes, all financial aid
will go back to the accounts they
came from. If It is after that
time, we go by the actual withdraw date."
In contrast, if a student is
See DROP, page six.

Man claims schizophrenia
defense in dual murder trial
Michael Tlghe
The Associated Press
DEDHAM, Mass. - John C. Salvi Ill's lawyer told a Jury
Wednesday that Salvi is a schizophrenic who was driven to kill
two abortion clinic workers by
delusions of a conspiracy against
Catholics.
Prosecutors portrayed the
shooting rampage as the work of
a man In full control of his senses.
Salvi, who was raised a Catholic, believed Roman Catholics
were being persecuted by Freemasons, the Mafia and the Ku
Klux Klan, defense attorney J.W.
Carney Jr. said. Carney said the
Dec 30, 1994, shootings were
triggered by the murders of
Catholic priests in Algeria just
days earlier.
"It was the plan of someone
who was mentally ill and acting
on his delusions," Carney said in
his opening statement at Salvi's
murder trial.
Salvi, 23, of Hampton, N.H., U
charged with killing two re-

ceptionists and wounding five
other people at the Planned Parenthood and Preterm Health
Services clinics in the Boston suburb of B rookline.
If convicted, he faces life in
prison without parole. If acquitted by reason of insanity, Salvi
would be sent to a mental institution and could be released when
found sane.
In his opening statement, prosecutor John Kivlan said Salvi had
deliberately targeted the Brookline clinics, buying 1,000 hollowpoint bullets "used primarily for
killing."
Maps found in Salvi's truck
highlighted access roads to the
Brookline clinics, along with the
names and addresses of other
clinics in Hartford, Conn., and
Alexandria, Va., the prosecutor
said. Kivlan also noted that Salvi
got a haircut in New Hampshire
after his description was
released
"Mr. Salvi is legally sane," Kivlan said "He Is responsible for
his actions."
The families and fiances of the

murdered women, Shannon Lowney, 25, and Lee Ann Nichols, 38,
were in the courtroom. Lowney's
mother cried as Kivlan detailed
the shootings.
Salvi's mother and father also
attended; their son stared at the
defense table and occasionally
scanned the crowded courtroom.
The first witness. Planned Parenthood medical assistant Anjana Agrawal, described how Salvi rang the buzzer at the clinic
door and Lowney let him in. He
said the two exchanged words
she couldn't make out, then Salvi
pulled a rifle from his coat
"He pointed it directly at
Shannon ... aimed and fired,"
Agrawal said "I tried to move
my body to get through that
doorway.... He moved to the left
and pointed the gun directly at
me... and I took two bullets in my
right side."
She cried when prosecutors
showed her a photograph of
Lowney's bullet-riddled body
lying on the floor. She told jurors
SeeCUNIC, page five.

Youth Vote '96
heads to Harvard
Meredith Tremaln
The BC News
Youth Vote "96, a group dedicated to getting 18 to 24 yearolds to vote. Is looking for students interested in attending a
three-day long event in Cambridge, Mass. at Harvard University's Institute of Politics.
"We are a non-partisan coalition dedicated to increasing

youth voter participation in
•96," said Therese Helizer, director of Youth Vote -ofi.
The trip to Cambridge is the
first and main activity
planned by Youth Vote, Helizer said The cost is $25 and
does not include transportation.
"We don't have a registraSeeVOTE. page five.

Ohio judge suspended
after positive drug test
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND
- A judge,
suspended while awaiting sentencing on a drug-dealing conviction, has been jailed after failing
a drug test.
Michael Gallagher, 39, pleaded
guilty Dec 19 to distributing less
than an ounce of cocaine to an
undercover agent At that time,
the Cuyahoga County Common
Pleas judge admitted he had a
drug abuse problem and was
placed in a treatment facility.
But Gallagher tested positive
for cocaine and marijuana in a
random screening and was
kicked out of the program. U.S.

District 'Judge Lesley Brooks
Wells, on Tuesday, revoked Gallagher's bond and ordered him
jailed.
Wells found that Gallagher violated the conditions of his bond
and "is unlikely to abide by any
condition or combination of conditions of release." Gallagher
was suspended from the bench
and free on bond since his arrest
Aug. 3, but he has not resigned
and is still being paid.
The Ohio Supreme Court will
not initiate disciplinary proceedings until he is sentenced The
law doesn't consider a person
S«|UDCE, page five
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Levitate the way to disappointment
Bitter bachelor
needs some love
Oh my goodness! Write the
president, Mr. Welsbrod has
come up with a solution to all the
nation's problems concerning
STD's, unwanted pregnancies,
adoption, abortion, blowing up
abortion clinics and the fact that
our nation is torn.
Do away with Valentine's Day!
After all, it's the only time
anyone has sex, right?

Sorry Aaron, if you wont be
getting any on Valentine's Day
this year, but if you're not a "bitter bachelor'' and you really
think you have a good point, why
did you spend half your editorial
defending yourself?
I dont think your "heartless,''
Just wrong. I agree that Valentine's Day is Just a Hallmark
holiday, but I think that you
should take another look at what
you believe to be the origin of our
country's problems.
Melissa Jones
Social Work
Sophomore

Sharee Miller
Business
Sophomore

The BG News
If you want to submit a letter
to the editor, please follow these
steps:
• Make sure the letter is less than 300 words. Please
include your major, year and phone number.
• Make sure it is typed, not handwritten.
• Please bring it to 210 West Hall with a current ID,
or e-mail it to bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

While our beloved Iowans
(Iowites? lowanlans?) get some
much-needed attention, we are
required once again to choose
our nation's leader from among
some of the most gifted airbags
in the world.
Their mastery of the general
("I'm for a strong economy, education, tax reform, and family")
is nothing but a fill-in-the-blank,
allowing each American to create
their own personal plat form.
"(INSERT ISSUE) is certainly
something I would address as
president of the United States.
We need to streamline government and make the bureaucracy
more efficient, and make it easier for Americans such as yourself to get your concerns and issues on the table," said the candidate.
It's a vicious cycle. We as
Americans have grown so accustomed to rhetoric, it is accepted
as a fact of politics in the U.S.
What would we do without It? Do
we want to see the faces under
the masks? I shudder at the
thought.
So let's find an alternative.
To some who are fed up and
frustrated, third party possibilities are beginning to look really
good. They are to me, anyway.
We shouldn't fall In love with the
first freak that comes along like
Ross Perot. I would like to order
a sincere, knowledgable,
straightforward candidate from
a party whose ideologies go
beyond Big Government vs.

Guest Columnist

Andrea
\yood
Small Government
Enter John Hagel, presidential
candidate of the Natural Law
Party. C-SPAN covered a press
conference starring Hagel, a
quantum physicist from Harvard
University, as the savior for the
defunct American political
system. With a giant banner in
the background stating his party
affiliation under a blue sky and
rainbow, Hagel pitched an impressive platform.
With thousands of members
worldwide, the Natural Law
Party began In England In 1992,
and has participated in Canadian
federal elections and elections in
Great Britain. According to
Hagel, they are the fastest growing political party today. As an
educator himself, Hagel said the
Natural Law Party will Implement federal educational standards, and offer parents more
input into their child's learning
experience. He also offered a
never-before-considered plan to
eliminate the defecit, and promised the Natural Law Party will
enforce environmental conservation efforts. And best of all, the
Natural Law Party wasn't going

to play the Democrats' or Republicans' reindeer games.
Like Bob Packwood in an adult
bookstore, I was sold. With his
soft-spoken manner, unobtrusive
grey suit and proud baldness, I
was ready to cast my vote. He
provided specific answers;
different answers. Most of all,
the Natural Law Party represented a fresh approach instead
of the predictable meanderings
of our two deadlocked parties
who in my opinion have had
plenty of chances.
Despite my hopes, I still had
my cynicism to attend to. So I
went to the library and I researched this Natural Law Party and
Mr. Hagel a bit further.
It turns out the Natural Law
Party was created based on Maharishi Mahesh Yogi's teachings
on Transcendental Meditation
(insert appropriate cartoon noise
signaling disappointment). Beatles fans will recognize the Maharashi as the inspiration for the
"White" album. I recognized the
Maharashi factor as yet another
embarrassing, unspeakable
quirk of yet another American
political party.
The Natural Law Party was
wearing a mask so as not to
frighten the constituents away.
According to a report in "New
Statesman and Society," the Natural Law Party pledges to introduce Transcendental Meditation
at all levels of higher education.
They promise a "disease-free society" available to all who adhere

to the Maharishi's teachings, and
the defense of the nation will lie
in what is referred to as the
"Maharishi Effect." The disproportlonal popularity of The Natural Law Party among students in
California Is starting to make
sense.
Maybe this analysis is a little
harsh, but I hardly think Americans are going to Jump on the
guru bandwagon like Doug Henning has. Their platform calls for
mass meditations which will reduce stress and therefore decrease crime, war, hunger or
(INSERT ISSUE). I Just don't
think America is ready for such a
radical change. ("Daddy! I'm levitating! I'm levitating!" v "That's great honey! The Maharishi would be so proud!)
"Nature" magazine reported in
1992 that Hagel himself Is seen
as somewhat of an embarrassment to the field of physics. And
although he has volunteered
several times to submit himself
to a brain scan to compare with
the scans of the other candidates,
I really dont think that will be
necessary.
Although I applaud their vision, I must "boo" their scheme
to hide their mystical identity
from the American people. What
would the Maharishi say?
And I thought I found our saviors.
I'll keep a lookout.
Andrea Wood is a Thursday
columnist for The BG News.

• Letters will be printed a first-come basis.
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If you want to get blunted, be blunt
Taste me you will see
More is all you need
-Metallica
It was a Thursday night, and I
had Just arrived home from a
grueling day of work at school.
As I typically do when I first arrive home, I looked at the clock.
"8 JO..." I thought to myself.
For you non-Aaron's out there,
this meant that for the first time
in a long time, I was going to
have a chance to actually start
my homework before midnight.
Then the phone rang.
To answer, or not to answer.
That was the question.
"Hello?" I asked cautiously.
At first I didn't recognize the
voice on the other end of the
phone, but after a few moments I
came to the realization that it was
a casual friend of mine named
"Beth."
She was crying.
Beth and I spent the next
several hour* on the phone talking about why she called me and
what should be done about It.
To make a long story short,
Beth had come to the realization
that she was addicted to marijuana.
Even though Beth and I were
by no means the best of buddies,
I knew that she smoked pot, and
she knew that I felt as if she

Weisbro
should slow down her pot consumption. She didn't smoke a
pound and a half of pot a day,
mind you, but she smoked small
amounts of pot on a fairly regular
basis.
After we were talking on the
phone for a while, Beth admitted
that I wasn't the first person she
tried to call. As it ends up, I was
pretty much her last resort for
someone to talk to
"I'm f*"lng addicted to pot. I
don't know what I should do, 'ya
know? I mean, I can't stop smoking it If I don't smoke some for a
while I start to to act like this.
This U f'lng crazy. What
should I do?" She said after we
were on the phone for a little
while. By this time she had
stopped crying, but she was still
sniffling quite a bit and was obviously extremely shaken-up
about her "revelation."
"Although I know this isn't
what you want to hear, I would
suggest going to some sort of rehab program if you honestly

/

want to quit." I said.
"What? Are you kidding? I
couldnt picture myself going to
one of those things. I mean, those
places are for - "
"People who are addicted to
drugs and want to quit" I said,
cutting her off mid-sentence.
By the end of our conversation
(which, naturally, lasted until
after midnight) Beth had decided
that she was going to take the
steps necessary to banish her pot
habit
Two weeks later, I saw her at a
mutual friend's house. She was
stoned out of her gourd and trying to figure out why she was always so unmotivated to do the
things she used to like to do so
much.
I'm sure by this point some of
you out there are wondering why
this quaint little story is appearing on the opinion page. Well, it
goes like this:
I personally dont smoke pot
(and Just for the record, I never
have). It's my personal belief
however, that there should be
more of an effort put Into studying marijuana and it's various effects. For example, there's a lot
of evidence out there that
suggests smoking marijuana
might be less harmful to smokers
(as well as victims of side-stream

smoke) than cigarettes.
And as we all know there are a
lot of organizations out there
such as N.O.R.M.L. and the
Green Panthers that are pushing
for the study and legalization of
marijuana.
Well, I've got a humble request
for those of you out there who
are involved in such organizations and movements:
TRY TELLING THE FULL
STORY!
Yeah, marijuana can help cure
some medical ailments. Yeah, I
can see why you might believe,
that you should have the right to
smoke 'em if you got 'em.
But please, PLEASE, PLEASE,'
for the sake of both your validity;
and the validity of your cause, be
willing to go public with the fact
that marijuana has negative side-•
effects and that it can become:
addictive.
We all know It's true, so Just:
fess up to It and move on, OK?
Aaron Welsbrod is the Thursday columnist guy who can be
reached at a a r ••
onw9bgnet.bgsu.edu or 210 West
Hall. He'd like to thank all of the :
people who wished him a happy'
Valentine's Day even though he '
wrote such a SATIRICAL column |
about it. You people rule.
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Sentence set for
Dayton mother
their daughter's death.
"Jolynn betrayed the entire
community, believing that her
crime would be forever undetected," he said, standing at a podium in front of the bench. "I
know how it happened, but I will
never understand why."
He turned to look at his former
wife.
"May God have mercy on your
soul because I have none," he
said.
Ritchie said later that the trial
was emotional torture for him,
but that he was satisfied with the
verdict against his ex-wife.
"I can't bring Samantha back,
but she [Ritchie] should have to
pay for what she did, and that
helps me heal," he said.
Montgomery County Prosecutor Mathias Heck Jr. said
Samantha's death was heartrending for the community, but
added, "Justice has been
served."
Therressa Ritchie reported her
daughter missing July 18, claiming the child had disappeared
from her bed during the night.
Heck had argued during the
trial that Ritchie beat the girl to
death with an arm cast on Ritchie's broken wrist after the
child found her mother and a
man having sex in the basement
of their home.

James Hannah
The Associated Press

First Fatality

DAYTON - A woman whose
pleas for help galvanized a citywide search for her missing
daughter was convicted Wednesday of beating the girl to death
.and hiding her body in a watery
pit.
Therressa Jolynn Ritchie
^protested the verdict in a statement to Montgomery County
Common Pleas Judge John Kessler before she was sentenced for
murdering 4-year old Samantha
Ritchie.
"I've been wrongly accused of
all of these charges," she said.
"Do not just put me in a corner
and allow the person who done
this" to go free.
Ritchie, 24, of Dayton, was sentenced to IS years to life in
'prison for murder. Kessler also
sentenced her to 18 months on a
charge of gross abuse of a
corpse; four years for tampering
with evidence; 18 months for inducing panic and six months for
making a false alarm. He ordered
the sentences served consecutively.
A six-man, six-woman jury deliberated five hours before returning the guilty verdict.
Ritchie sat motionless, staring
at her former husband Denton
Ritchie - Samantha's father - as
"This little girl was murdered
she listened to the verdict.
Denton Ritchie told the court and beaten by her mother," Heck
before sentencing that his ex- said. "Justice is due to the vicwife had shown no remorse over tim."

Miriam Dugan, with daughters Dixie, 8, and Beverly, 11, left, Is
escorted to the family's car by Lt. Chris McClung past the coffin of
Sgt First Class Donald Dugan Tuesday, Feb. 13, In Kenton. Dugan

Decline in
anti-Semitic
acts in Ohio

Michael Heuu/rfcc Aaaeclated Pnii
was the first U.S. soldier killed In the Bosnian peacekeeping mission.

acts of violence, threats or harassment were reported In Ohio
COLUMBUS -- Reports of har- last year, compared with 70 in
assment and vandalism directed 1994. There were 17 reports of
at Jews declined 29 percent in vandalism in 199S, compared
Ohio in 199S, the Anti- with 24 the year before, the
Defamation League said league said.
Nationwide, there were 1,116
Wednesday.
The league, in its annual audit acts of assault and harassment
of anti-Semitic incidents, said SO and 727 reports of vandalism diThe Associated Press

rected at Jews in 199S, a decline
of 11 percent, the league said. A
total of 2,066 acts occurred in
1994.
"The overall decline of antiSemitic incidents, the first in
three years and the largest in 10
years, is encouraging," said
Abraham Foxman, ADL national
director.

HOM€ FRLCON WOMEN'S BRSK6TBRLL SRTURDnV 1:30 P<V\ -vs. TOl€DO!
COM€ GIV€ OUR N6IGHBORS fi "FRI6NDLV UU6LCOM6" RT TH€ HOUS€ THAT ROARS"!
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CHEAT

)

You just kissed a guy. A guy who is not your
boyfriend. You feel guilty. And confused. You call
your sister for advice. She says four simple words:
"No French, no foul." You suddenly feel better.

*
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Fitzpatrick bribery case concludes
Former Ohio trade school head accused of bribing Lukens
Wednesday, and U.S. District
Judge Gladys Kessler read jurors a long list of instructions for
WASHINGTON - Prosecutors them to consider before hearing
on Wednesday wrapped up their closing arguments.
case against John Fitzpatrick, the
Fitzpatrick has argued that
Ohio trade school operator ac- $20,000 he gave Lukens while in
cused of bribing then-Rep. Don- office, plus another $3,750 paid to
ald Lukens.
ex-Rep. Lukens, amounted to
Fitzpatrick, 40, of Middletown, charity for a man with big debts
Ohio, has been on trial for more and no Job prospects.
than five weeks on charges of
Prosecutors said Fitzpatrick
bribery, lying to a grand Jury and gave Lukens money and in return
conspiring to cover up student sought help for his troubled trade
aid fraud.
school, Cambridge Technical InThe government offered its stitute, which was on the brink of
final rebuttal witnesses on losing its eligibility for federal

student aid programs when it
went out of business.
Fitzpatrick testified that the
school floundered because bad
publicity - over a lawsuit by students who claimed their diplomas were worthless - caused enrollment to drop, and that he discovered only after the fact that
the school's owner had been
taking federal grants for more
students than actually attended
classes.
Fitzpatrick said he falsified records on the orders of CTI owner
Henry Whitesell only after consulting with a lawyer, and then

New trial ahead for
convicted murderer

CLINIC

(Catherine Rizzo
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - A woman convicted of murdering her 4-yearold son in 1991 must get a new
trial, the state Supreme Court
ruled Wednesday.
Edna Mae Engle, of Fail-field
County, told investigators in 1991
that her husband, John Engle Jr.,
had poured boiling water on their
son Christopher, who died two
days later. Mrs. Engle did not
seek medical attention for Christopher, one of 10 children, and
the couple continued to collect
welfare benefits and food stamps
for the boy.
Mrs. Engle later pleaded no
contest to murder, obstruction of
Justice, forgery and other charges as part of a plea bargain. A
Fairfleld County Common Pleas
judge sentenced her to IS years
to life on the murder charge and
19 and one/half years on the
other charges.
When she pleaded to the reduced charges, her lawyer, the
prosecutor and the court made
statements reflecting that she
planned to appeal the conviction.
But the 5th Ohio District Court

Continued from page one.

only to prevent destruction of incriminating files.
He said he preserved the unaltered original files for about two
years, until state officials said
they had no use for them.
However, by law, all such records had to be preserved for
five years.
At the time Fitzpatrick and
Whitesell gave money to Lukens,
he was just months from the end
of his congressional career,
having been found guilty of contributing to the unrullness of a
minor, based on a teen-ager's
claim that he'd paid her for sex.

"You act as doctors," Carney
said. "See If you make the diagnosis of schizophrenia based on
what you hear."
Also Wednesday, Judge Barbara Dortch-Okara ruled that
photographers can take still photographs of the trial but asked
them not to photograph Agrawal
and two other witnesses, or a
doctor who works at one of the
clinics.

she still has a bullet lodged between her heart and spine.
Other witnesses testified that
after shooting Agrawal, Salvi
turned around and sprayed the
waiting area with bullets. The
witnesses said Salvi backed out
of the clinic still shooting.
In his opening statement, Carney told jurors Salvl's schizophrenia had been evident for years.
Dortch-Okara said she wanted
He said Salvi was driven to attack the clinics by reports about to protect the witnesses and the
the killing of four Catholic doctor. She also asked the media
priests in Tizi-Ouzou, Algeria, on not to print or broadcast the docDec 27,1994. An Islamic guerilla tor's name, and lawyers for news
faction took responsibility for organizations agreed to the
the murders.
request.

of Appeals refused to consider an
appeal based on the trial court's
refusal to consider a defense
based on the battered woman
syndrome and duress. The appellate court ruled that Mrs. Engle
had waived her rights to such appeals when she pleaded no
contest.
"She was powerless to defend
herself and her children because
of what was going on in the
home," said Kort Gatterdam, an
assistant state public defender
who now represents Mrs. Engle.
Gatterdam said Mrs. Engle was
beaten by her husband and coerced into participating In the attempted cover-up of their son's Continued from page one.
death.
tion deadline, but we have very
"When a defendant enters a limited free housing and very
plea In a criminal case, the plea limited space," Helizer said.
"After the event, we are going
must be made knowingly, intelligently and voluntarily," Justice up to New Hampshire for the
Cralg Wright wrote in the unan- presidential primary on Sunday,
Monday and Tuesday," Helizer
imous opinion.
"Failure on any of those points said.
The purpose of this event is
renders enforcement of the plea
unconstitutional under both the voter education.
Youth Vote is hoping to get SO
United States Constitution and
percent of registered 18 to 24
the Ohio Constitution."
The ruling does not affect John year-olds out to vote this election, said Ivan Frishberg, coEngle's conviction.
founder of Youth Vote.

VOTE

JUDGE

"I think ifs a realistic goal," he
said.

Toxin release is
lower, says EPA
in 1987, the EPA said releases
and transfers In Ohio have
dropped by 50.6 percent. In
1987, manufacturers reported
453 million pounds of toxins
released or transferred.

Jeri Waters
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Manufacturers are releasing fewer toxins into the environment each
year, the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency said
Wednesday.
In 1994, manufacturers
released about 183 million
pounds of toxic chemicals into
the environment or transferred the toxins to other locations for treatment and disposal. That's a 2.9 percent decrease from 1993, when 218
million pounds of toxins were
released or transferred, the
EPA said In Its annual Toxic
Release Inventory.
Jeff Skeldlng of the Ohio
chapter of the Sierra Club was
unimpressed by the figures.
"That is certainly going in
the right direction, but for a
heavy industrial state like
Ohio, a Z5 reduction is not
necessarily something companies should be touting as a
significant accomplishment,"
Skeldlng said. There also are
loopholes in the TRI which allow companies to inaccurately
report their toxin release figures, he said.

"The continued efforts of
manufacturers throughout
Ohio have led once again to
significant reductions in the
release of toxic chemicals,"
said Donald Schregardus,
Ohio EPA director.
Manufacturers must report
to the EPA the amount of toxins they have released each
year into the air, water, land,
wastewater treatment plants
or transferred to other locations for treatment or disposal. More than 1,600 manufacturers report to the EPA, up
from 1,400 in 1987.
The TRI includes Information about the company's voluntary efforts to recycle and
reduce pollution at the source.
In 1994, about 462 companies
began activities to help reduce
hazards to the public and the
environment.
Ohio EPA guidelines require
that about 300 chemicals
released in certain amounts be .
reported by certain manufacturers. In Ohio, 180 chemicals
were reported in 1994.

"It may be that many of the
chemicals they use are not reportable chemicals under the
The U.S. EPA has added 286
TRI. Industry is lobbying chemicals to the list and plans
heavily to remove many of the to expand the types of manuchemicals that are on the re- facturers that must report.
porting list, and that's a bad Newly added chemicals are to
sign," Skeldlng said.
be included in reports due
Since TRI reporting began July 1.

In 1992, 43 percent of eligible
voters turned out to vote.
According to Frishberg, education, environment and the economy are what the candidates see
ally afford education will get the
as the focus of young people.
young people out to vote, Frish"Seventy percent of college berg said.
"We feel young people have the
freshmen are concerned with
whether or not they will be able vision to lead us into the future,"
to afford college in four years," Helizer said.
Anyone interested in attending
Frishberg said.
The candidate who comes out the event on Feb. 16 to 18 can call
and talks about how we can actu- the Boston office of Youth Vote

at (614) 496-5966, or Washington
DC at (202) 234-5994. They can
also be reached by e-mail at the
address, yv96@access.digex.net,
Helizer added.
IBG

News, Fast Free Funll
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Continued from page one.
convicted until sentencing is

complete.
Mark Marein, Gallagher's lawyer, said he asked Weils to order

Gallagher into an Inpatient hospital treatment program, but she
declined.
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Police caution
women about
serial rapist
Chuck Barielt
The Associated Press

LITTLE ROCK - A "blue light
rapist" and others mimicking
him have raped, accosted or
chased more than a dozen women since November, and State
Police are warning women
about pulling over for unmarked cars at night. In communities from northeastern Arkansas to northern Louisiana, a
predator using a police-style
flashing blue light has pulled
over women traveling alone. A
15-year-old cheerleader was
raped after a basketball game
last month by a man driving a
white Oldsmobile with a blue
light.
"People in Pine Bluff are
scared," said Debbie Workman,
a receptionist at an office in
charge of collecting court fines.
"I don't go out at night without
my husband."
The assaults grew steadily
worse before last month's rape.
A woman In St. Francis County
was assaulted Nov. 30; another
woman drove away Dec 4 after
a man who stopped her near
Brlnkley got out of his car wearing a mask. The 15-year-old was
raped Jan. 9 near Forrest City.
A blue light has been Involved
In at least nine other Incidents
in which the women escaped
unharmed.

Because the Incidents have
occurred over a wide area,
police suspect that some of
them were carried out by copycats.
In an undetermined number
of other cases, women have reported that men without blue
lights flashed their headlights
or honked to get them to pull
over.
State Police are urging women to report any suspicious activity and are warning those
traveling not to stop for an unmarked car until they are In a
well-lighted area with several
people around.
That's advice Workman said
she's following.
"I'm not the kind of person
that's going looking for trouble," she said Wednesday.
The instructions have caused
problems for Arkansas' township constables, said Harry
"Dusty" Rhodes, a constable for
20 years and president of the
state constable association.
"We can't do our duty the way
we should. No one wants to
stop," he said. Constables, who
typically deliver summonses,
are usually unpaid and untrained but have the power to
make certain traffic stops.
They are not required under
state law to wear uniforms, but
they must carry a badge and
have a marked vehicle.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time is running out on these apartments...

• Columbia Court
5 left

• East Merry
Full
• Field Manor
9 left

• Frazee Avenue
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Man stirs
after eightyear coma

Lost Aspirations

Michelle Williams
The Associated Press

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. -They waited 7 1/2 years, sometimes sitting vigil at the bedside
of their son, brother and father, a
police officer who took a bullet in
the forehead and drifted all that
time in the shadows of coma
They never gave up hope Gary
Dockery would somehow pull
through. And this week it seemed
all prayers were answered when
he woke up, spoke to his sister
and cracked Jokes as if no time
had passed.
"I looked up at him and he had
a look I had never seen before,"
Lisa Dockery said through a hospital spokeswoman Wednesday.
"He seemed so at ease and his
eyes were wide open.
"I'm your slster,"she said.
"Uh-huh," he responded.
"You're talking!" she exclaimed.
"I sure am," he answered
brightly.
"There's not but one way to describe it," said family friend Tim
Thompson. "It's a miracle of
God."
But the miracle may prove an
ending rather than a beginning:

Rodney Curtls/Thc Associated Press

Volunteers, staff and the media watch as Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas, announces his decision to withdraw from the presidential race from the Manchester, N.H, headquarters of Gramm for President
Wednesday.

Doctors can detect drugs'effects
on AIDS patients in six months
Daniel Q. Haney
The Associated Press

BOSTON - Measuring the
amount of AIDS virus in infected
people's bodies can greatly speed
up the job of figuring out
whether experimental drugs actually work, doctors say.
In the past, AIDS researchers
have had to wait several years to
see if new medicines delayed the
onset of the disease or extended
patients' lives. They have also
measured the level of diseaserighting white blood cells in the
body, but that has proved to be a
poor predictor of how patients
will fare.

With drug developers and others pushing for a more rapid
means of gauging whether a new
medicine is working, one method
that recently has become common is measuring the amount of
virus circulating In patients'
blood.
Many experts believe that if
virus levels plummet quickly
after therapy begins, the medicine is likely to be helpful. A
new study shows for the first
time this is true.
The report, published in
Thursday's issue of the New England Journal of Medicine,
suggests that by measuring the
amount of virus, doctors may

8 left
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... Get them while they last!
224 E. Wooster

Dockery answered a trouble call May.
in Walden, a mountain town IS
When he awoke Monday,
miles north of Chattanooga. He Dockery remembered neither
was shot point-blank with a the shooting nor taking the Wal.22-caliber derringer as he stood den police job just three months
talking to the 911 caller in his before. He does recall his didriveway.
vorce, working as a security
The shooter, Samuel Frank guard for the University of TenDowney, now 68, told officers nessee at Chattanooga, and the
he'd placed the bogus call to get eight years he spent with the
back at police for reprimanding Lookout Mountain police.
All those years in a coma,
him about noise after neighbors
complained. Downey was sen- Dockery communicated occatenced to 37 years in prison and sionally by blinking "yes" and
will be eligible for parole this "no" answers to questions.

one last chance to say goodbye.
Doctors tell the family the
pneumonia now wracking Dockery's lungs will kill him without
surgery, but anesthesia may well
sedate forever the last working
parts of his brain.
"This isn't a success story,"
said his son Sean, a little dazed
from the emotions of the last
days and an onslaught of calls
from reporters who learned
Wednesday of Dockery's apparent recovery. "He's very sick."
On Sept. 7,1988, Patrol Officer

know within six months whether
the drug is having a positive effect.
The study was conducted by
Dr. William A O'Brien and others from the West Los Angeles
Veterans Affairs Medical Center
and involved testing blood stored
up from an earlier study of AZT,
an AIDS drug. That study showed
that taking AZT slowed the progression of the viral infection to
full-blown AIDS.
The level of virus in the blood
turned out to be far more important than the number of white
cells.
"This is a concept people have
believed for a long time: If a drug
is good, it should have a big impact on viral levels. But until
now, no one has proved it," O'Brien said.
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dropping a course, the student
goes from some hours to less
hours but is still enrolled.
"When we give a student financial aid, we assume he or she
is going to attend on a full time
basis," McRoberts said. "If not,
we adjust the financial aid depending on whether they
dropped the course within five
business days of the first day of
class or how many hours they are
taking."
McRoberts said sometimes it
changes and sometimes it does
not - it just depends on the student.

ON
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$

3411

INFORMATION 1-800488-8828

Noon

<

The test uses PCR - polymerase chain reaction - to multiply
the number of viral genes in
blood samples so they can be
measured. Several versions of
the test are under development.
None has been approved yet for
routine use in doctors' offices.
When that happens, however, it
may be possible to monitor how
patients are responding to AIDS
drugs. If the test shows virus
levels fail to drop, patients might
be switched quickly to another
medicine.
At an AIDS meeting last month
in Washington, Dr. John W. Mellors of the University of Pittsburgh reported evidence that
measuring viral levels can help
predict how long before infected
patients will develop full-blown
AIDS.

How to Compose a Jingle • Bryan Recital Hall
Guidelines for Musk Licensing i Bryan Recital Hall
An Introduction to the Jingle Industry • Bryan Recital Hall

2:30 p.m.

Recording Technology for Composers . Choral Reheaml Hall

4:00 p.m.

An Introduction to Musk for Film • Choral Rehearsal Hall

3:00 p.m.

The Underscoring Process • Choral Rehearsal Hall
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McRoberts also said that it is a
federal law by which they abide
by and often the student may not
receive any money back.
"There are two to three formulas we go by, and we need to get
the largest amount of money
back," he said. "After the money
is given back to the certain funds
from which it came, if there is
any left over, the student may
receive it."
McRoberts also added that in
order for students to retain financial aid, they must show the
need for continual financial aid
and maintain a satisfactory academic report.
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The no News

Man sentenced
to life in prison
Stephen W. Dill
The Associated Press
WUJMNGTON, N.C - A man
was convicted Wednesday of
mailing a pipe bomb that blew off
several of his wife's fingers and
injured one of her co-workers.
Jurors also found Stephen Bul11s guilty of sending a second
bomb to his wife's office building. That one was discovered in a
mall bin and detonated after his
arrest
Tracy Bullis smiled as the verdict was read, then sobbed quietly, along with Judith Harrison,
the co-worker who was slightly
Injured. She had cried in court
last week when she removed a
glove to show her mangled hand.
Bullis, 31, remained motionless. His public defender said he
would likely be sentenced to life
in prison, plus 40 years. He also
faces a possible $1.5 million fine.
"life means life in federal
court," attorney Michael Howell
said.
Prosecutors said Bullis was a
cold, calculating man who was
having an affair and bombed his
wife July 10 after her life-

insurance benefits were Increased. They also said he faked
his tears on the witness stand
when asked his reaction to seeing
his wife's mangled hand for the
first time.
"Did any of you see any real
tears or did you see an acting
Job?" Assistant U.S. Attorney
John Bennett asked the Jury. "I
submit to you that no real tears
came from that man's eyes."
The defense said evidence was
circumstantial and pointed to
someone else. Howell also suggested that Bullis' fingerprints
had been planted on the second
bomb.
The bomb left a crater In Mrs.
Bullis' desk, shattered glass and
scattered blood and bomb fragments around the fifth floor of
Business Telecom Inc. in
Raleigh, the long-distance telephone company where she
worked.
Bullis, a project manager at
rival MCI Telecommunications
Corp., admitted on the stand that
he had been having an affair. At
the time of the bombing, the couple had been married five years.

Chemical-carrying train
derails, ignites in flames
Liny Gerber
The Associated Press
CAJON SUMMIT, Calif. - A
freight train carrying hazardous
chemicals derailed and caught
fire early today, killing at least
one crew member, injuring at
least 20 other people and closing
a major highway.
The train's engineer was
among the injured and one other
crewman was missing after the
Burlington Northern-Santa Fe
Corp. train left the track shortly
after 4 am. It touched off a spectacular fire that continued to
burn Intensely at midday.
"It's really ripping, really
burning," said Bill Peters, California Department of Forestry
spokesman. "We're not fighting
it as of yet because of all the
chemicals."
The dead crew member's body
was pulled from the twisted,
burning wreckage shortly before
noon. His Identity was not immediately released.
Most of the Injured were police
officers and transportation officials who complained of chest
pains, shortness of breath and
skin rashes. They were taken to
several hospitals. The engineer
was hospitalized in fair condition
with lacerations and an injured
back.
A tunnel-shaped cloud formed
over the heavily traveled mountain pass as the rail cars burned,
spitting flames 30 feet Into the
air.
The site, in the Cajon Pass, Is a
sparsely populated area about IS
miles north of San Bernardino. A
hotel, a restaurant and a gas
station were evacuated along
with a few homes.
"Thank goodness for the Red
Cross and coffee," one evacuated
resident, June McDonald, said as
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she waited out the crisis at a
shelter set up at the county fairgrounds in Vlctorville.
One witness said a fireball
hundreds of feet high could be
seen when the train crashed. "I
was out there standing and felt a
rumble. I felt the heat of the
fire," said the witness, Chuck
Mydlowski.

A 20-mile segment of Interstate IS, a main artery between
Los Angeles and Las Vegas, was
shut down in both directions,
causing a commuting nightmare
for motorists.
All four of the train's locomotives and 38 of Its 42 cars left the
track, Peters said.
The train had originated In
Barstow and was headed for Los
Angeles. Mike Martin, a spokesman for the Schaumburg,
Ill-based railroad, said it had
five tank cars of hazardous materials including butyl acrylite, a
chemical used for making paints
and adhesives that irritates the
eyes, nose and throat.
Some tankers were among the
burning cars.
Patrick Davis, who lives near
the crash site, said he and his
brother-in-law pulled the engineer from the wreckage.
"I couldn't see anybody else
and one engine was on fire."
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Republican presidential hopeful Steve forbes gives a thumbs-up to
supporters during his arrival at Manchester, N.H, Wednesday

New format ahead for '60 Minutes'
Opinionated Ivins, O'Rourke, Crouch slated to give weekly commentary
Scott Williams
The Associated Press

Bradley, Lesley Stahl, Steve
Kroft.
Using a format reminiscent of
the program's "Point Counterpoint," which featured Shana
Alexander and James J. Kilpatrick, the show will pit Ivins, a
celebrated writer for the Fort
Worth Star-Telegram and an
outspoken liberal, against a conservative, either Crouch or O'Rourke.
"We're going to call it 'Ivins &
Crouch/Crouch & Ivins,' or 'Ivins & O'Rourke/O'Rourke &
Ivins,' which sounds like a law
firm," said Hewitt. The feature
should begin in the next few
weeks.

NEW YORK - Searching for an
edge that will boost ratings, "60
Minutes" is taking on three
highly opinionated commentators: Molly Ivins, PJ. O'Rourke
and Stanley Crouch
"60 Minutes" also is going into
year-round production to develop
more breaking stories, executive
producer Don Hewitt said
Wednesday.
'Tor all intents and purposes,
the rerun season is over for '60
Minutes,' " said Hewitt, who
created and launched TV's longest-running prime-time program
on a nine-month production
schedule 28 seasons ago.
O'Rourke, former editor-in"I think we'll be more on the
cutting edge," Hewitt added. chief of the National Lampoon
"We're going to research, report, humor magazine, writes for Rollshoot, edit and air a story in less ing Stone and is the author of
than a week, and I dare say there "Give War a Chance," "Parliawill be occasions when we do it ment of Whores" and other
humorous works.
in less than a day."
Hewitt said the additions of
Ivins, O'Rourke and Crouch
Crouch, who writes about poliwont affect Andy Rooney's job, tics, jazz and literature, was
or that of the other regulars - nominated last month for a
Mike, Wallace, Morley Safer, Ed National Book Award for his col-
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(across from Taco Bell)
.

%

Bagel with any ■
■ cream cheese ■
a

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Cabinet

Mouse Managers: Jackyt Juliana
Jennifer •Weasel
ftistorian; T^Uey "Becker
Marshal: Amy Cumin
Quard Jamie fassett
Songs Chair: "Dana'Henderson
CobeyTfoos
Junior•PanheSenic •Delegate: Shasta 7&es
Map Chair Sara Crowe
Corresponding Secretary: Holly Tngle
IntramuralChair: %fSy "Benedettx
favors Chair: Sarah "Ward
titsh Assistants: Christy Marick.
JodHHammock,
"Picture Chair:Susan Hogg

"60 Minutes" is aiming for its
lection of essays, "The All19th consecutive season in the
American Skin Game."
"Point Counterpoint" which Top 10 despite declining ratings
last aired in 1979, was quite suc- over the past three seasons.
cessful, Hewitt said. "I can't
Hewitt said the changes will
quite remember why we stopped
make his show more competitive
doing It."
with other network magazines.
Hewitt said "60 Minutes," NBC has announced plans for a
which traditionally has taped on Sunday edition of its "Dateline
Thursday and Friday, will tape NBC franchise.
on Thursdays and Sundays to ac"NBC News and ABC News are
commodate late-breaking stories. To oversee them, former first-rate organizations," Hewitt
"60 Minutes" producer Josh said. "They've been trying to
Howard is returning to the clone us for 28 years. As good as
broadcast from the CBS News they are, some day they may
make it."
Productions unit.

Eggel with
cheese

with the purchase ef '

Mpfia Phi Proudly "Presents Our
Executive 'Board

morning. Forbes began campaigning In the state for Tuesday's
presidential primary.
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Producer found
to have staged
documentaries
aged to fake documentaries by an
official at one of the networks,
and suggested that there are
'■ BONN, Germany - After Ger-many others who are selling docman men In Ku Klux Klan robes tored news as they compete for
burned a cross in a 1994 TV ratings.
Guenther Jauck, host of the
documentary, investigators went
hunting for what they thought RTL cable television program
was a local chapter of the white- that showed many of Born's
segments, Insisted he did not
robed racists.
Instead, they uncovered a vast know that the videotapes had
hoax They say Michael Born, been fabricated.
Jauck's show and other proone of Germany's most prolific
{Tree-lance documentary pro- grams that bought Born's work
ducers, had some pals dress up have filed criminal complaints
like Klansmen because he knew against the producer for fraud.
And what fraud.
the story would sell.
In a documentary broadcast
■ After digging further, prosecutors found that Born had con- April 26, 199S, Born preyed on
cocted and sold at least 22 docu- Germans' love of animals. The
mentaries to German television segments purported to graphicalfrom 1991 until his arrest last ly illustrate a new quarry for
December. Their allegations are German hunters: stray cats.
astounding:
Viewers saw a man with a rifle
; In one. Born paid an actor to stalking a cat in a wooded area,
Stalk and kill a domestic cat In taking aim and shooting it dead.
According to Weise, the rifle
another, he hired Albanians to
pose as Kurdish fighters. Born belonged to Born, the cat was
interviewed friends and said from an animal shelter and the
(hey were Austrian terrorists. He hunter was playing to the
staged an attack on a supposed camera.
On another show, a Born
Somali village.
Investigators say he sold bogus documentary supposedly showed
documentaries to at least three a camp in Turkey of the Kurdish
cable TV networks and made at Workers' Party, which has been
(east $204,000. He was arrested fighting for an Independent
Dec. 12 for investigation of homeland. Bearded men were
fraud, a charge that could bring shown building a bomb.
Prosecutors say the bomb was
up to 15 years in prison.
Prosecutor Norbert Weise said never built, and the men weren't
Born usually chose topics that even Kurds, let alone guerrillas had an element of truth, then they were Albanian actors. And
created his own scenarios so the the filming was done in Greece,
stories would be more compel- not Turkey.
ling.
' "He mixed fiction with reality
In 1995. Born allegedly filmed
in his films," Weise said.
an Interview with Austrian fas| Born admits he faked the seg- cists who had been sending letter
5' lents, but offers in his defense a bombs to politicians and celebrine that sends shivers through ties. In reality, prosecutors al(he German news media: Many lege, the people shown had nothOthers do it too.
ing to do with the bombings, and
; "I am only a small cog in the were friends of Born who he enmachine," Born, 37, told the Bild listed to help.
am Sonntag newspaper.
; It's one of the biggest scandals
Pro 7, the cable TV station that
lo hit the German media since had planned to broadcast the
1983, when Stem magazine pub- piece, changed its mind because
lished excerpts of what turned executives had doubt about its
out to be forged diaries of Adolf authenticity.
Hitler.
Ten alleged accomplices are
, Born claims he was encour- under investigation.

Final Retreat

Terrence Patty
The Associated Press
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A Serb man seals the casket containing the remains of a newlyexhumed body from a Serb-held cemetary In IUdJa, near Sarajevo.
Many Serbs are digging up the remains of relatives before fleeing

Sarajevo. Under the terms of the peace plan for Bosnia, Sarajevo
is to be reunited by March 19 under Muslim-Croat Federation
rules.

Britain deploys extra army battalion
SHAWN POGATCHNIK
The Associated Press

BEUAST, Northern Ireland Beefing up security following an
Irish Republican Army bombing
last week, Britain announced
Wednesday it would deploy an
extra army battalion in Northern
Ireland.
The 1st Battalion of the Royal
Irish Regiment will be garrisoned by Friday in bases along
the British-ruled province's border with the rest of Ireland. This
was "a precautionary and prudent measure," a senior British
army source said on condition of
anonymity.

and bombed a London business
district, killing two and wounding dozens. The attack poisoned
the political atmosphere and revived fears of bombings and assassinations in Northern Ireland.
In Dublin, the governmentsponsored Forum for Peace and
Reconciliation announced
Wednesday it was suspending its
weekly sessions because of the
blast.

The forum had been established a month after the IRA's
September 1994 cease-fire to
bring the IRA-allied Sinn Fein
party into mainstream political
debate - but only on the underOn Friday, the IRA declared an standing that the cease-fire
end to its 17-month cease-fire would last.

away confident that the ceasefire could be resurrected.
Reynolds told the Irish parliament, the Dail, that Adams could
"get the IRA to return to a full
cessation of violence" if the
British and Irish governments
first charted a new course
toward multiparty negotiations
Government ministers and on Northern Ireland's future.
many other Irish politicians now
During the cease-fire, Sinn
refuse to meet Sinn Fein leader
Gerry Adams unless he can per- Fein talked with the British
suade the IRA's ruling council to government for months but
reinstate its cease-fire, a subject never was allowed Into negotiaaides to Irish Prime Minister tions with leaders of Northern
John Bruton are expected to dis- Ireland's pro-British Protestant
majority. Britain said the IRA
cuss Thursday with Adams.
had to show its cease-fire was
Ireland's previous prime min- "permanent" by starting to disister, Albert- Reynolds, met arm first, a move rejected by
Adams on Tuesday and came Sinn Fein as surrender.
The cease-fire had halted a
quarter-century of violence between the mainly Catholic IRA,
which wants Northern Ireland to
become part of the Irish Republic, and "loyalists" who want the
majority-Protestant province to
remain a part of Britain.

UNIVERSITY UNION
* Best Values on Campus
i

Wi Mill
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•I
An evening of JAZZ
featuring musicians from the * #"
College of Music.
,
9 pm. to 11pm.
*•
Friday, February 16,1996
•_
The Galley, Harshman Basement % »
FREEH
,x
Refreshments will be served.
i

Sponsored by Student ACIMDM
For more Information Call
372-2343.
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BBQ
Chicken
& Ribs
$6.95
Ml You Cun Eal

Incl: potatoes, toss salad
& garlic bread

oi'iv 4:30-7|>m
' AH Student meal pUr
acceptor)

ISDAY

BOWL-IM-OREENERY

Pasta
Day
..20
plua Ul

Incl: Complete salad bar,
garlic bread and unlimited
beverage.

OPEN 4:30-7pm
* All students meal plan cards
accepted

Shop locally
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A night for Chris: BG 72, EMU 70
Ninkovic
surprises
with 34
points

Fry feels
possibilities
still great
for Falcons
Falcon center Curtis Fry made
an Interesting statement after
Bowling Green's win over Notre
Dame Saturday.
Fry, who just minutes earlier
ended the game with an overtime
goal, said he thought the Falcons
could have a better season than
they did a year ago.
An interesting statement, because BG lost 11 games all last
season and has already lost 11
games this year with at least eight
more to play. Interesting also because a year ago the Falcons finished second in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association standings and had a home Ice advantage in the first round of the
CCHA Playoffs.
This season the Brown and Orange sit in fifth place in the conference and face the imminent
prospect of traveling to either
Lake Superior, Michigan or
Western Michigan for the first
round of the playoffs.
Was Fry suffering from game
winning goal disullislonment or
recovering from the effects of
laying a check on one of Notre
Dame's mamouth players? The
disillusionment can be ruled out
because Fry had scored three
game winning goals before In his
career. Despite the punishment
the S foot 8 inch Junior endured
checking any of the seven players
that the Irish have over 6 foot 3
Falcon guard Antonio Daniels goes up for a shot against Eastern Michigan last night.
Inches tall, his ability to reason
was not affected at all.
His statement was as accurate
as the shot he sneaked under the
legs of Irish goaltender Matt Elsler to Saturday's game.
Scott Brown
A year ago BG went 11-4-1 in
ingly willing-in a short jumper
for the Eagles, who entered the
The BC News
the regular season after their
with four ticks left on the
game at 18-2 overall and 23rd
Christmas tournament in Maclock.
in the national Associated
Chris Daniels wouldn't have
dison, Wis. The Falcons ended the
The Eagles' desperation
Press poll.
had It any other way.
regular season on a five game
chance at the buzzer was off
"We knew this was going to
winning streak but only one of
His brother Antonio capped the mark.
be a hard game, even without
those wins was against a team in
an emotional night at Anderson
the emotions," EMU coach Ben
"I'm Just so happy for Anthe upper half of the league, a 3-2
Arena with a leaning jumper tonio and this team," BG head
Braun said. "It's such a terrible
win over Lake Superior.
with four seconds to go, allow- coach Jim Larranaga said
thing that Antonio had to go
BG Is 8-4 this year after finishing Bowling Green to capture a afterward, holding back tears.
through and it seemed like
ing third at the Marlucci Classic
stunning 72-70 victory "In the 25 years that I've been
their team rallied around him."
in Minneapolis, Minn. They have
Wednesday
over
nationallyAnthony Stacey was limited
in coaching, this has probably
six regular season games remainranked
Eastern
Michigan.
ing and at least two more in the
to just eight points - a seasonbeen the most difficult day....
Antonio
Daniels
returned
to
league playoffs. Of those six
low for BG's leading scorer "To try and understand, and
games, two are against Illinoisthe Falcon lineup Wednesday control your emotions, and
but realized it wasn't his night
Chicago, one against Notre Dame,
following his brother Chris' channel them In the right
to shine.
one against Ohio State, one on the
tragic death last Thursday. direction ... that is what we
"I think it went down to the
road at Michigan State and the
Chris was supposed to have asked the team to do."
last round, and Antonio
regular season finale at Michigan.
been in attendance for the
knocked them out," said Falcon
Daniels finished the night
The Falcons should win the first
game, where he could have with 20 points, including the
forward Anthony Stacey, one
four games because they are
seen
his
brother
dazzle
like
of Daniels' closest friends on
team's final six during the
against teams with a combined
only
a
Daniels
can.
record of 22-53-11 this season and
the team. "We played this
frantic final minute. TeamAfter Eastern Michigan had mate Dayon Ninkovic contriball four are at the Ice Arena.
game with a lot of emotion. We
tied the game at 70 with nine uted a team season-high and
Those wins would place BG at
knew we weren't going to
24-11-1 overall and 18-9-1 In the
seconds to go, Daniels grabbed personal-career high 34 points
lose."
CCHA heading into the last weekthe inbounds pass and dribbled •(see related story).
It was a see-saw game
end of the season.
the length of the court, seemthroughout, but four straight
Derrick Dial had 17 points
The numbers are almost identical to last year with a probable
playoff trip to one of the top
teams In the league still awaiting.
Fry's prophecy may still come to
fruition because of the Falcon's
non-conference schedule earlier
this year.
BG Is 4-2 in non-conference
games this season as opposed to
2-4 last year. Of the six nonWith Terry hitting nothing but
conference games BG played a
Jeremy Yotte and Sieve Wlldman
the bottom of the net, the Falcon
year ago, three of those games
The BC News
were against teams in the CCHA
guards were able to get points on
(due to Kent dropping its program
YPSILANTI, Mich. - Perfect the board as well.
unexpectedly). This is where the
That's what the performance 6-2
Chrissy Billiter went for 20 on
Falcons could go beyond last
junior Michelle Terry gave going
year's season and get to a point
See TERRY, page ten.
11-11 from the field as the Falthey have not been since 1990.
cons downed Eastern Michigan
That point is a berth In the NCAA 92-83 at Bowen Field House
BOWUNO GREEN 92, EASTERN
Tournament.
Wednesday night.
MCHIGAN 83
Despite Its impressive record
Terry's performance sets a
last year the one thing that kept
BOWUNO
GREEN
(12-8)
new standard in field goals at
BG out of the tournament and alJonas 5-8 2-2 12. Puthoft US 0-0 17. Tarry
lowed Denver to receive the final Bowling Green. Her flawless 11-11
1-1 23, Balchar 1-2 CM) 2. BiMar 7-14
shooting set a new record for 6-11 20, Gaflord OO 1-2 1, Day 1-3(H) 2. Antournament berth was its nonconference record.
drews 3-« 1-2 7, KOSSSK 1-2 0-0 2. Au« 1-1 04)
field-goal percentage.
Ratarman 2-2 OO 4. Smith 00 04) 0. Too*
The Falcons established them"My teammates Just got me the 2.408811-1882.
selves as one of the top teams In
ball where I could get a high perthe nation in late October defeat- centage of shots," Terry said.
EASTERN MICHIGAN (i-15)
ing Renesslear Polytechnic InstiSnfing 8-13 4 6 22. SlainmsQ 1-5 1-1 3,
tute of the Eastern Collegiate Ath- "They got me the ball exactly Moorman 1-4 10-1212. Brown 4-121-1 0. Parwhere I needed It."
letic Conference twice at home.
soni 0-17 2-2 23, Cantra* 1-1 0-0 3. Han 3-8
Terry finished the night with 2-20, Rantta 0-1 2-4 2. Totals 284)1 22-28 83
The following weekend BG split
two games at Clarkson who is also 23 points and five rebounds.
- Boating Graan 40, Eanam MtMBG head Jacl Clark knew that ganHalrBma
a member of the ECAC.
40. 3-Pant goal! - Bowling Graan 1-11
The Golden Knights were
If her team could get Terry the (PuBlorl 1-0, Bilrtar 0-2. Andrews 0-1). Eaalarn
ranked 13th In the WMPL Radio
ball, that she could finish the Mchigan S-10 (Stalling 0-1. Parsons 3-4, CanCoaches Poll this week and
shot. "She was perfect," Clark trai 1-1, Harr 1-4). Fotaad out-Eanam Mchigan Brown Rabounds - Bowling Graan 42
received votes In all of the four
said. "We did a good job of get- (Jonas 7, BtHsr 7) Eanam Mchigan 27 (Scahockey polls.
ting her the ball and she finished ling 11. Assists - Bowling Graan 18 (Banar 4).
■ BG must will rely on its wins
real strong. She has a lot of abil- Eanam Mchigan IS (Parsons 8). Total toula earlier this year.
Bowling Graan 22, Eanam Mchigan 17. A ity."
1102.

Scott Brown
The BC News
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Daniels plays in memory of lost brother
foul shots by Ninkovic with
just over three minutes to go the Eagles were in the midst of
turning the ball over three
straight times at that point allowed BG to go up for good.
Daniels began his last minute
heroics by getting a partial
block of Tolbert's 3-point attempt with 1:20 to go. Daniels
then drove the ball inside on
the other end for a pair, putting
the Falcons up four.
A pair of free throws down
the stretch kept the Eagles at
bay momentarily, but a 3-pointer by Earl Boykins with 9.6
seconds to go tied the game at
70, setting the stage for Daniels' late heroics.
Daniels almost didn't play in
the game, following an afternoon meeting with Larranaga
The team had attended Chris
Daniels' funeral in Columbus
See CHRIS, page eleven.

Dayonwho?
The Falcon sophomore
center took everyone In Anderson Arena by surprise
Wednesday, scoring a careerbest 34 points as BG upset
MAC-leadlng
Eastern
Michigan
72-70.
Shock
could be a
better word
than surprise. Ninkovic, after
scoring his
previous career-high of 19 points against
Western Michigan on Jan. 3,
had just 35 points in the ten
games since.
"I ain't never seen [sic]
Dayon like that before in my
life," said Falcon forward Anthony Stacey, his eyes widening. "I don't know what happened. He really played well
and he really fired up. He shot
the shots that he knew he could
make. They were doubling me
a lot, so Dayon was right there
for the open jump shot."
Ninkovic left the arena right
after the game before talking
the media, and did not return
calls left at his residence.
"I really appreciate the tremendous effort by Dayon Ninkovic," BG head coach Jim
See NINKOVIC, page ten.
BOWLING GREEN 72, EASTERN
MICHIGAN 70
BOWUNO GREEN (124)
Larranaga 1-S 3-4 6. Stacay 3-8 1*2 a.
Ninkowc 12-14 10-12 34. Dam«« sis 4-7
20. Chambara 1-4 0-0 2, Cowan 0-1 0-0 0.
Hoi mm 1 2 r>02 Tolali 26-52 19-25 72.
EASTERN MICHIGAN (1*4)
Dial 7-13 04) 17. Haad 5 8 0-1 10. Wilson
5-90-1 10. TolBan4-133-4 13. Boykini4-l4
1-2 10. Barkovilch 0-0 0-0 0, Mil 1-2 0-0 2.
Pannm 3-5 0-0 6, Ezugwu 1-1 0-2. Totals
30« 4-B70
Hairnma - Bowling Gmn 34. Eaatsrn
Mchigan 20. 3-Point goals - Booing Grain
2-8 (Larranaga 1-4. Stacay 1-1. DanaU 0,1.
Cham Bars 0-2). Eaalarn Michigan 0-17 (Dial
34, Tolban 2-7. BoyUns 1-3, Haad 0-1)
F0UHM) out - nona. rtsbounus - Bowing
Grain 26 (Stacay 0). Eanam Mchigan 42
(Oal 11). Aiails- Bowling Graan 16 (Da/V
Ma. Larranaga. and Stacay S). Eanam MchIgan 11 (Boyklna 4). Total louis - BoMing
Graan 11. Eaalarn Michigan 20. A - 3*48

Terry sets record,
leads BG over Eagles

BG forward Char lot ta Jones takes a shot against Kent In a game earlier this year.
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Modell makes one certain move Reds plan to tin holes
with familiar faces

David Glnsburg
The Associated Press
BALTIMORE - The search for
a new nickname can wait First,
Art Modell needs to find a new
coach.
Modell, owner of the Baltimore
NFL franchise formerly known
aa the Cleveland Browns, fired
coach Bill Bellchlck on Wednesday. He did not name a replacement, but former Baltimore Colts
coach Ted Marchibroda is a possible choice for the job.
Modell may also consider Oakland Raiders assistant coach Joe
Bugel or San Francisco 49ers defensive coordinator Pete Carroll
to replace Belichlck.
Don Shula, the winningest
coach in NFL history, has removed himself from the list of
candidates.
The Browns went 5-11 last
season, losing seven of their final
eight games after Modell announced his Intention to take the
franchise to Baltimore. It was
Cleveland's fourth losing season
in five years under Belichick.
"The move to Baltimore offers
us a new beginning, a fresh
start," Modell said in a statement, "and we want to do everything we can to get to a higher
level of play as soon as we can.
"We've had some success with
BUI, including an 11-5 playoff
team in 1994. However, I believe
to get to the next level, a change
at head coach is necessary."
. Modell planned to attend a series of meetings in Baltimore on
Wednesday and did not return
calls to his offices In Cleveland
and Baltimore.
Belichlck, meanwhile, will
probably land another job in the
NFL He could end up as the defensive coordinator for Miami
Dolphins coach Jimmy Johnson,
although an NFL source said Belichlck might be offered a job by
New England Patriots coach Bill
Parcells.
In a statement, Belichick, 43,
expressed his gratitude to the
Browns organization.
"This team has an excellent future and I wish them well," Belichick said. "I will review my options with regard to my future in
the NFL."
Marchibroda coached the Baltimore Colts from 197S to 1979,
winning three AFC titles. He was
dismissed by Indianapolis after
the 1995 season despite guiding
the Colts to a 9-7 record and a
berth in the AFC title game.
I Ironically, Bellchlck began his
'-coaching career in 1975 with the
•Baltimore Colts as a special assistant to Marchibroda.
He took over the Browns job on
Feb. 6, 1991, after spending 12
seasons as an assistant with the

Joe Kay
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - Eric Davis will
be there So wiU Chris Sabo.
In some respects, the Cincinnati Reds' training camp will look
something like last year's gathering, when over-the-hill players
like Pedro Borbon and Barbaro
Garbey were trying to win jobs.
There are no replacement
players this time around, but the
team that made it to the NL
championship series has a lot of
parts to replace.
"The big focus, right now. Is on
center field, left field, third base,
the starting rotation, the bullpen,
the catchers, the bench, the new

manager," general manager Jim
Bowdensald.
Owner Marge Schott's decision
to lop several million dollars off
the payroll has turned the NL
Central champions into a fitting
project for first-time manager
Ray Knight There are a lot of
unknowns, from the top down.
While the Braves were solidifying their roster to make another run at the World Series, the
Reds were shedding left fielder
Ron Gant, their leading home-run
hitter, starting catcher Benito
Santiago; center fielder Darren
Lewis; third baseman Mark
Lewis; utility inflelder Mariano
Duncan; backup outfielder Jerome Walton and David Wells.

TERRY
Continued from page nine.

APpkMWMarkDuacu
Cleveland Browns head coach Bill Belichlck congratulate! linebacker Pepper Johnson after a win.
New York Giants. Cleveland, 3-13 salary cap in an effort to get the win after that was a 26-10 rout of
in 1990, went 6-10 in Bellchick's Browns into the Super Bowl for Cincinnati in the home finale
Initial season - losing six games the first time
Dec. 17.
After a 3-1 start, the Browns
Belichick had a no-nonsense
by a total of 17 points.
were 4-4 before news of Modell's approach to the job and rarely
Belichick was 37-45 with the planned move to Baltimore be- joked with his players. But he
Browns, his best season coming gan to leak to the media. Bell- earned their respect, in part bein 1994 when he led Cleveland chick's attempts to keep the cause of his dedication to his
into the AFC playoffs behind a players focused on the season work.
defense that surrendered an were futile, and the team's slide
"Bill is a great coach. The way
NFL-low 204 points and an began with a 37-10 thrashing at he prepared us for games is inoffensive line that allowed the the hands of the visiting Houston credible," said left tackle and
fewest sacks (14) In the league. Oilers on Nov. 5.
team captain Tony Jones. "I cant
The Browns, a wild-card entry,
The game was a mere sideshow put the blame on him for our losdefeated New England before for thousands of angry fans more ses last year. Bill doesn't play on
losing to Pittsburgh in the second interested in venting their frus- Sundays."
round.
Quarterback Vlnny Testaverde
tration against Modell than rootThe 1995 season was supposed ing for the home team. The said, "Unfortunately, losing your
to be even better. Modell signed players seemed distracted, too, job in the National Football
free agent receiver Andre Rison as five turnovers led to the most League is part of the business.
and spent nearly $24 million in lopsided loss of the season.
However, getting another job
bonuses over the $37.1 million
The next day, Modell formally quickly is also part of the busiannounced his intention to move ness. I wish him the very best
to Baltimore. The Browns' only wherever he goes."
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FUNK
NUGGCTS
Upstairs 6i Downstairs
No Cover
21 Si Over
Sim. Hospitality Night
Long blond k« Tea
Morgorltoi SI.15

MIII AM >l\\OK
- NOWRENTING Choose from choice apartments w ithin walking
distance to campus Summer i('l"< and school yeai
1096-1997.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, u;is heal
and wiilcr included, air conditioning
641 Third Si. Apt. 4. B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380
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PUT YOUR VALUABLES
IN A SAFE PUCE.
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Helmets make riding more comfortable and fun. Not to mention safer. In a crash
without one, you are five times as likely to suffer a serious head injury \ a i
than a helmeted rider. No matter how short your ride, wear a helmet It's \w/
the best protection for your most valuable asset. MNI UfCTY nsHMV

saw action early In the game.
The Eagles crept back to:
within 77-70 late in the second:
half when EMU's Besty Brown'
stole a pass and went coastto-coast for the lay up.
Key In Eastern's staying withing 10 was Laura Strefling and
Traci Parsons. Parsons finished
with 23 points on 8-17 shooting
and Strefling had 22 points with
11 rebounds.
But the EMU defense had problems stopping the Falcons'
offense.

7-14 shooting and Sara Puthoff
scored 17.
Billiter had seven rebounds
while Puthoff had six.
"They might take one area
away from us, but we will be able
to execute on the other," Clark
said of BG's ability to spread the
ball around.
The first half saw BG hold the
lead throughout, but the Falcons
couldn't manage to put the Eagles away.
Free-throw shooting kept the
"I was disappointed in our deEagles close with EMU making
fensive efforts," EMU head
17 trips to the line In the half.
Eagles Kelly Moorman went coach Paulette Stein. "Allowing
7-8 from the line the first half to BG to shoot over fifty percent in
pace EMU at the charity stripe. each half indicates to me that our
EMU got 12 of their 40 points defense wasn't what It needed to
from the line and 22 of their total be. Also we couldn's match up:
with Michelle Terry."
points as well.
Charlotta Jones had seven re"The officials called a tight bounds and had 12 points to folgame tonight and they had 17 low Terry's tough play inside.
Stein saw a different Falcon
shots at the foul line in the first
half," Clark said. "The officials team than EMU faced earlier in
put them on the line and there the season.
was nothing that we could do
"Bowling Green has been play-:
about that. Eastern shoots better ing better since that last time we:
from the line than from the played them," she said. "Their:
win over Ohio was significant." '■
field."
Holding a nine-point advantage
Along with the win over Ohio
at 33-24 in the first half, Clark and EMU, the Falcons knocked:
brought in five players from the off Central Michigan to start a
bench. Candy Day, Bridget An- three-game winning streak and
drews, Kristi Koester, Jack! grab a firm hold of fourth place
Raterman and Netta Smith all in the Mid-American Conference^

NINKOVIC
Continued from page nine.

Larranaga said. "His performance tonight was Just incredible. If anyone had told me that
Jay and Anthony were going to
be held under double figures
before the game, I don't think I
could have stood to go out
there."
Ninkovic, from Milwaukee,
Wis., has started 17 games this
season and averaged just S.8
points a game. He has taken a
back seat this season to the
headline names of Stacey, Jay
Larranaga and Antonio Daniels.
But he took a back seat to no
one Wednesday. He was
12-of-14 from the field and
10-of-12 from the free throw
line He had five rebounds and
no turnovers in 37 minutes of
play.
"I thought they got a really
big performance from Dayon
Ninkovic," Eagle coach Ben
Braun said. "He knocked some
shots down for them and he
was accurate."
Ninkovic's play came up particularly big considering the
Eagles' shutting down both
Larranaga and Stacey. The two
combined for Just 14 points, 10
points below their combined
average.
Ninkovic had 15 points by
halftime for BG, but came even
more alive after Intermission.
Benefiting from EMU's doubling down on Stacey, he found
himself open underneath. Dan-

iels and Larranaga each continually fed Ninkovic underneath, and he connected with
his shots.
Offense wasn't Ninkovic's
only weapon, either. He drew a
crucial charge down the
stretch in the second half, and
started the game's key run for
BG - a stretch where EMU
turned the ball over three consecutive times with three
minutes to go - by swatting
away an Eagle pass.
Eastern Michigan led 29-24
with 3 JO left in the first half after BG had opened the game
with a 12-2 run - and was
seemingly ready to run away
with the game. But the Falcons
scored the final 10 points of the
half, the final bucket coming
from Ninkovic down low off a
pretty look from Stacey.
Falcon Notai
■ Eastern Michigan dominated the
rebounding count in the gam*, outboarding the Falcons 42-26. BG was
particularly burned on the offensive
boards, where EMU had 22 of thair
42.
Staca/s nine rebounds led the
Falcons, while EMU received 11
trom Derrick Dial and nine from
Jamas Head.
■ The win over EMU, which entered the game ranked 23rd in the
national Associated Pratt poll, was
the Falcons second straight win over
a ranked opponent in Anderson
Arena. They defeated Michigan
State in December of 1989.

SPRING BREAK IN

Z^96.7
WBVI-FM
&

WJYM AM730
THE

Jim Larranaga
Radio Show

FOR INFO CALL
http://www.takeabreak.com

EVERY THURS.-7 p.m.
Live From Fricker's On MIX 96.7 FM
& WFOBAM1430

1 -8 00-9 5 -BREAK
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Rangers are only one of six
teams interested in Gretzky

CCHA League Standings
as of 2/14/96
Team fOverall Recordl
1. Michigan State (25-7-0)
2. Western Michigan (24-7-3)
3. Michigan (23-5-2)
4. Lake Superior (21-5-2)
5. Bowling Green (20-11-1)
6. Miami (9-15-4)
7. Ferris State (8-19-3)
8. UAF (9-19-1)
9. Notre Dame (8-20-3)
10. Ohio State (6-15-5)
11 UIC (8-19-3)

G?
25
26
24
24
24
24
25
25
24
24
24

Vpgomlng Games
Friday. Feb. 16
UIC at Bowling Green
UAF at Ohio State
Michigan State at Lake Superior
Miami at Ferris State
Michigan at Notre Dame

UIC at Bowling Green
UAF at Ohio State
Lake Superior at Ferris State
Miami at Western Michigan
Michigan State at Michigan

W
21
18
18
17
14
8
6
7
5
4
5

PTS
42
39
38
36
29
20
15
14
13
13
11

0
3
2
2
1
4
3
0
3
5
1

4
5
4
5
9
12
16
18
17
15
18

The Associated Press

Saturday. Feb. 17

Tuesday. Feb. 20
Michigan State at Notre Dame

BG defenseman Fair earns
league defensive honors
Christian Pelusl
The BC News
Fair (elected aa defensive
player of the week
Falcon senior defenseman
Qulnn Fair was chosen as the
Cooper/CCHA defensive
player of the week for the
weekend of Feb. 9-10. Fair was
a 46 on the weekend along with
a goal and three assists in BG's
wins at Illinois-Chicago and
Notre Dame.
Roy moved to specialized
hospital In Atlanta
USA Today has reported that
Travis Roy has left Boston for
a rehabilitation center in Atlanta to further his recovery
from severe spinal cord damage.
The University of Boston
Terrier freshman was paralyzed from the neck down just
11 seconds into his first shift of
his first collegiate game Oct.
20.
The Shepherd Center in Atlanta specializes in treating
spinal cord injuries and physicians felt Roy was ready.
'Travis achieved significant

milestones during his recovery
here, Including Independence
from the ventilator and removal of his tracheotomy tube,"
said Susan Biener-Bergman,
Roy's doctor at BU Medical
Center. "He is medically stable
and redy to begin the next
phase of his rehabilitation."
His father, Lee, Is still skeptical of Roy walking again, calling the possibility of Travis
walking again "a miracle."
Illinois-Chicago struggling to
keep Flames alive
The UIC Flames presently
occupy last place in the CCHA
with few indications of climbing out of the cellar anytime
soon.
The Flames were scalded for
19 goals this past weekend (7
by the Falcons last Friday and
12 last Saturday by Michigan)
and their 122 goals against this
season ranks them first in that
dubious category by 10 goals.
Their offensive firepower,
which mustered only one goal
In those two losses, resembles
a Zipo lighter with only 56
goals scored on the year, also
good for last in the league.

A revealing moment took
place In the loss to the Falcons
as the Flames were down 5-1 in
the third period with less than
seven minutes remaining in the
game. UIC was going on the
power play when head coach
Larry Pedrie pulled his goaltender for the extra attacker
and a 6-on -4 man advantage.
Falcon junior left wing Brett
Punchard converted a Curtis
Fry pass into the empty pet
seconds later snuffing out any
chance of a Flames comeback
with over six minutes still to
play.
A comment more on the
season than on the game.
Quick wrlsters...
Michigan's 148 goals on the
season is tops in the CCHA an
amazing 43 goals better than
next closest Michigan State
with 105 ... Falcon junior defenseman Kelly Perrault
joined junior center Curtis Fry
and senior left wing Jason
Clark In the 100-point club with
an assist in Saturday's win over
Notre Dame.

CHRIS
Continued from page nine.

on Monday, and Antonio had
only rejoined the team Just
prior to Tuesday's practice.
"Antonio and coach [Stan]
Heath and I sat In my office
and told him 'you don't have to
do this,' " Larranaga said. "He
told me he hadn't slept all night
and hadn't eaten all day. He
felt he had to play, because his
brother Chris had planned on
coming to this game.

Use

"And then what a fitting way
to end the game, with Antonio
taking the ball to the basket
and scoring the winning
points.''
The team mobbed Daniels in
front of the bench after the
final buzzer.
"I thought we played with
great emotion all the way down
the line," Stacey said. "I just
kept telling myself that we
were playing with a sixth man,
that Chris was watching over

the

[vior^y

$aoi*9

T Coupons in the Student
OLD

P&ges*

Win A SFrm Trip for Spring
<Brea/iIn (Panama City, jCoridall!
Only ^
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The BC News

us, and I think Antonio felt the
same way."

Wayne Gretzky'a days with the
Los Angeles Kings appear to be
numbered. But where Is he going?
An NHL source said Wednesday he thinks the Kings will deal
the Great One before the March
20 trading deadline.
"I do believe he will go," said
the source, who asked not to be
identified. "It's a deal that needs
to be made."
However, Gretzky's agent said
a trade wasn't imminent While
Gretzky was in Buffalo on
Wednesday, agent Mike Barnett
was traveling to Toronto for a
junior game.
"If something was going on, I
would be going to Buffalo," Barnett said.
Gretzky, who will become a
free agent after this season, was
scratched from Wednesday
night's game against the Sabres
with a hip pointer. The injury occurred in Tuesday's 9-4 loss to
Detroit.
Meanwhile, the Gretzky trade
rumors continued.
The New York Rangers and St
Louis Blues have already expressed interest in the NHL's career scoring leader. Other teams
reportedly in the hunt are the
Chicago Blackhawks, Anaheim
Mighty Ducks, Philadelphia
Flyers and Toronto Maple Leafs.
In New York, Gretzky's possible trade to the Rangers made
headlines Wednesday.
"Gretzky-to-Rangers Talk May
Not Be Just Rumors," The New
York Times said.
"Will N.Y. Be Wayne's World?"
asked the New York Post.
Playing in New York would
offer Gretzky a high-profile
market and a chance to play for a
Stanley Cup contender that includes former Edmonton teammates Mark Messier and Kevin
Lowe. The Rangers also are one
of the few teams with enough
money and trade bait to lure
Gretzky.
But the team wasn't commenting Wednesday on a possible
exchange that would send center
Ray Ferraro and left wing Luc
Robitaille to Los Angeles.
"Right now, Wayne Gretzky is
still the property of the Los Angeles Kings, so we have nothing
to say," Rangers spokesman Rob
Koch said.
And what about the other
teams reportedly interested in
Gretzky?
Gretzky, 35, says he wants to
play for a contender, which

19 & Over

This is a March 1994 file photo of Los Angeles Kings Wayne Gretzky.
Gretzky Is reportedly on the trading block.
should eliminate lowly Anaheim.
Philadelphia has the money
and is a top team, but Gretzky
reportedly doesn't get along with
Flyers star Eric Lindros.
That leaves Central Division
rivals Chicago, Toronto and St.
Louis, which are all jockeying for
playoff positions in the Western
Conference.
The Blackhawks apparently
are willing to trade star Jeremy
Roenlck, who recently got Into a
dispute with Chicago general
manager Bob Pulford. The Blues
would probably offer a multiplayer package for Gretzky, who
would team with scoring standk■

out Brett Hull.
Gretzky leads the Kings in
scoring with 77 points, but isn't
happy playing for a mediocre
team that is mired in ninth place
in the Western Conference, one
spot out of the playoffs.
"Their team is really struggling," Detroit's Steve Yzerman
said. "They don't have a lot of enthusiasm."
After failing to score against
Detroit and suffering a hip pointer, Gretzky summed up his frustrated feeling.
"It the hip is not as sore as
my ego," he said.
B^
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SATURDAY SATURDAY
STARTS AT 10PM

STARTS AT 10PM
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353-0988
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104. S. Main

Try to study on the weekends

Gal and pit a T&GO 9
\mA P^p Delivered? / ™
*** $1 Minimum for delivery every Monday thru Wednesday with
the purchase of any size soft drink.

At...
New Food

Win a free flight & room for Spring Break in Panama
City!! Slay at me Holiday Inn with an Ocean front view)
Just come to Gamers karaoke night on Wednesdays &
Thursdays beginning February 15 to enter for our...
Go south for Spring Break....

Spring Break Giveaway

UK4

Wst Bumto combo (BunNo wnh
sauce. Rice, and side of beans
Small ch* B « Fran codctalO

$5.99

to *t© WT>- tm« a*r&* c* anw
il*«9d

68

< *>.i«

Taco Kit and
232 oz. Pbps

$8.99

tor wu> wren on«t CDUKM ca ora
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To place your classified ad please call 372-6977 or
stop into 204 W. Hall Mon. - Fri. 8-5pm.
CAMPUS EVENTS

DISNEY BAHAMA CRUISE
Over-bought special lo public. 7 days. 6 nights.
(169 per person Cal 407-851 -6008 eit. 17.

African Peoples Association

MM

Thursday, February 22
Developer* >n African: Ironies,
Contradictions and Prospects
A lecture by Prof Samuel Anon
4:30 p.m. 110BA
Friday. Fabruary 23
Movr*gnl.»pm 1007BA
Altn: Buelneea Studenta
Come see wnai APCS-American
Production A Inventory Control Society
It al about! BA Bueding:
Wad.Fab 14.0a.m-2p m
Thurs Fee* 15.9am -2 p m
BGSU ROWING CLUB
Mandatory Meetingl
Thurs Fab. 15.9 p m
OUcamp Lobby
College of Education and
Allied Proteaoione
SCHOLARSHIPS
AppacaDona lor 1996 87 scholarships are
now available K> sajdents si tha College ol
Education and Allied Prolaaaiona. Forma may
ba piefcad up m ma Oaan'a Office. 444 Ed.
BWg Completed applicationa must ba
retimed by Friday. March i»t.
Collaga of Education
and Allied Prolaaaiona
LEADERSHIP AWARD
Senior! m the College ol Education
A Allied Professions are muted lo apply
tor trie Ronald L. Ruuall Leadership Award
recogmzmg students who have demonstrated
exceptional leadership ability through
colege. university and/or professional
organizaeone. Details and application
forma available in 444 Educ. Blog
Deadline: March 1
Donl Mas tha Hockey Gamel
BSGU vs Wines - Chicago
Sal. Feb. 17.1998© 7pm
BGSU lea Arena
First 200 people to attend tha game
vrtl receive a Falcon or Ice Skating pen
sponsored by UAO'2-7164
HEYEVERYBOOYI
Have you nominated somebody lor
Via 1996 Master Teacher Award?
Help recognize teaching excellence.
pick up a nomination form at the
Mien Alumni Canter by S Fridayl
Cant gat in in by then?
Give us a cal al 2 6849I
The Inierfralernity Council Invitee you B the
Greek Philanthropies this weekend:
Sal Fab. 17. FUl Sumo Slam. 11:00 Eppler
South.
Sun. Fab. 18. Delta Gamma-Phi Delta Theta
Anchor Splash. 1 00 Student Recreation
Canter. Cooper Pool; Chi Onega Twister
Tournament. 10:00am Anderson Arena

Valenl Ine'e Party
An AlCampus Event sponsored by the
World Student Aaaoclallon
Programs of tha night:
Karaoke
Free Foods
World Music Reggae. Salsa. Doika
Games (WSA 'Singled Out')
Coma celebrate Valentine's day for singles 8
couplee.
Date: Sat. Fab. 17.1996
Time: 7.30pm - 12am
Pteoe: 11 th Floor Offenhauar West
We Invite you to investigate
The Baha'l Fairh
Fridays 3 p.m.. Rm.1000 BA
For mlo 287-3230 (local can)
Win dinner with Jim Carroll author
olBaaketball Diaries! Go to Pauper's Books
at 206 South Main end the hidden winning
copy of Baaketball Diarieaand win a free dm
net with writer, poet, and musician Tuesday
night, February 20. after he appears in tie
Lenhart Grand Balroom al 8pm From
Pauper's Books, the English Department and
Falcon Radio WFAL. AM680, Cable 50
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS
THURS, FEB. IS,7:30PM 100 BA
SPEAKER: SUE YOUNG FROM THE
•OSU COOP OFFICE.
TOPIC: CURRENT CO-OP JOBS AND
HOW TO GET THEM.

LOST& FOUND
FOUNMIack vinyl folder with initials BISYSon comer of Summit and Woosler. Call
352 2217.

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy testa. Confidential and
caring. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

PERSONALS
ALPHA PHI" GAMMA PHI * BETA
ALPHA PHI WOULD IK! TO THANK YOU
BOTH FOR THE TEA THIS PAST SATURDAY
WE HAD AN AWESOME TIMEII
ALPHA PHI'GAMMA PHI-BETA
AOII'AOII'AOII
We would like lo congratulate our Rho Crua
Erin fvWhgan and Lisa Schwotzer. Way to go
guysll
AOH'AOII'AOII
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
THURSDAY SPECIAL - LASAGNA
Includes one trip aalad bar A garlic bread
only 83.99.11 am • Spm Dine ki Pick up only.

Whan Old Man Winter Is
Knocking At Your Door And
The Chill Runs Through Your
Body

ARBORS OF BOWLING
GREEN
Can Add A Lot Ot Sunshine
To Your Life!

Delta Gammas Mexican Mixer
come dine with tha DG's at our
Faiita-Fiestal Open House and Dinner
Mon. Feb. I9th5-7pm at the house.
?s call Tarn ©2 5906 or 2 2860
Dlac over Europe
Summer Travel in Europe
Earn BGSU Credk
Everyone Invited. AAA representative will provide Travel to Europe info Inlo meeting Tues
Feb. 20. 9 p m 1000 BAA. For more info cal:
Dr ChitHeal2-8180o.2 2646
Donl Miss the Hockey Gamel
BGSU vs Illinois. Chicago
Sat. Fab 17.1996 @ 7pm
BGSU Ice Arena
F ust 200 people to anend the game
will receive a Falcon or Ice Ska ling pen
sponsored by UAC2-7164

Warm up to These
Brand New Features:
• Beautiful New, Fully
Equipped Kitchen With
Dishwasher
• Washer & Dryer Hookups
• Decorative Mini Blinds
• New Central Air
Conditioning
• Economical Gas Heating
& Cooking
• Garage With Opener
Available
1 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Town Home
3 BR Town Home,

Don't ruin your spnng vacation because you're
loo cheap lo buy a tanning package
Campus Taming * 352-7869

Checker's Pub presents Laser Linda's Karoka
every Sun, Tues . Wed evenings
DAYTON A t134/peraon lor 7 nlghta. 1124
tor 8 nlghta. Stay beachfront In the heart ol
SPRING BREAK! call l-aQO-aaa-7423.
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK!
Break away to the honest action In Florida
where guys meet girtsl New motel on tie
ocean. AAA-ated. beach volleyball, free MTV
Pool and wet bar open 24 hours. Donl be left
out of this Special Promotion-Call
1-600-682-0919.
Graduate Student Senate
Oho Suite. University Union
Conducting l ha Job Search
Tues Feb. 20.1996 530-7-OOom
The Interview Proceea
Wed. Feb. 21.1998 5.30-7 00pm
Sponsored by Career Services and
Graduate Student Senate
Grams. Scholarship. Available!'!
Billions ol its In private funding.
Quality Immediately. 1 -900-400-0209.
ki credible. Monstrous, Amazing
Happy Hours at
Br aw stare
Dollar days 3-9
Pints, wings. A hoi dogs
KD' Congratulations' KO
The sisters of Kappa Delia would like lo con
gratulate Brenda Grieshop on her recent pearling lo Roger Heumg
KD-Congratulattone-KD
Milon ol scholarships 337.000 sources 110
Billon. Regardless ol grades, parents income.
Recording 800-555-6534 Code AS.
PHIMU'PHIMU'PHIMU
PHI MU Open Ruth
Thjis . Fob 15,9-10p.m.
at the Phi Mu house located
behind the Union
The bond we share meana
friendship tor a lifelimel
PHIMU'PHIMU'PHIMU
SlcSlcSai:
Coma find out the True Existence of Sic Sic
Members f 1 A 12 on Wednesday. February
21st at tha Basketball game at 8 o'clock. Wa
could be someone you know.
Spirit in your race
Applications available now in 405 Student Services for al interested Freshman. Ba a part of
the spinl tradition. Spin! in your lace
Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise Island.
Cancun A Jamaica from S299. Air. Hotel.
transfers, parlies, A morel Organized a small
group A earn FREE trip A commissions' Cal
1-800-822-0321
Spring Break One Stop Shopping
All destinations, moat lour companies
Tired ol searching every bulletin board?
Save Time! I Call Jim 352 8641 today ill

Subteassr needed rnmerAately. apartment
dose to campus $175/mo Call 352 6421. ask
tor Mkki or cal 874-5869 daytime or 666-5427
after 6 p.m.
WANTED NINTENDO GAMES
I'm looking to by Nintendo Entertainment
System Games. Will pay reasonable price. Cal
372-3789 if interested Ask lor Mike.
Wanted: One subteasar needed for March
through May »240/mon»i. Close to campus.
Contact Danny or Jibroel ol 352 3344

HELP WANTED
» Cruise Ships Hinngi Students Neededl %tt •
tree travel (Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii1)
Seasonal/Permanent. No Exper. Necessary
Gde 919-929-4398 0X1. C0173
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars
No experience required. Begin now. For infocall 301 306-1207.
250 Counselors A Instructors needed!
Private, coed summer camp in PoconoMtna ,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234BG.
Kenirworth, NJ 07033(906) 276-0996.
50 GYMNASTICS
POSITIONS
Coaching/Program Directing in prestigious
children's summer camps m NY. PA and New
England Be available 6/18-8/18 Top taoiittee. Free room, board, travel. Top salaries.
Call Arlene: 1-800-443-6428: 516-433-8033
Choose from over 30 camps!
Are you: "Outgoing
•Selp Motivated
'Goal Oriented
*A Team Player
'Sales experience helpful but not necessary.
The BG News IS looking tor successful advertising account executives for Fall 1996/ Spnng
19S7. Applcalons available al 204 West Hall
or call John Virostek al 372-2605 tor more details.
Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, brother/sister
camp. Pennsylvania. 6/20 B/i 8/96 Have the
moat memorable summer ol your Ntei Counselors needed for: Tennis. Swim (W.S.I prelerred). Basketball. Softball. Volleyball, Soccer,
Golf, Self Defense, Gymnastics, Cheerleading,
Aerobics, Nature/Camping, Ropes. Piano,
Guitar, Ceramics, Jewarty. Batik. Sculpture,
Drawing/Painting, SUkscreen, Other Staff:
Group Leaders,
Bookkeeper,
Driver/Video/Photography. Chef and Assistant. Many other positions On Campus Interviews March 1301 Cal 1-800-279-3019 tor information.

SPRING BREAK 96 With only 1 weak lo
llve-DON'T BLOW IT!! BOOK NOW!!
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! Florida A
Padre S109. Bahamae »359
Jamelca/Cancun $399. Organize a groupTRAVEL FREEH FOR FREE INFO SunSplaeh Touro 1-400-426-7710.

COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 positions! Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mine. PA. Good aalaiy/ilpol (908) 889-3339.

Spnng Break Panama City Beach Florida from
S09 par parson par weak. Teti Beach Bar.
Huge Beachejde hot tub. Free information
I 600-4888828.

Home Health Aides Needed
tor FT APT work. Cal on
Duty Medical 8a - 4p @i -800-5068773.

THETA CHI' ALPHA PHI

HOME TYPISTS
PC Users needed. $45,000 income potential
Call 1-600-513-4343 Ext. B-9849.

THANK YOU FOR THE TEA
LAST WEEKENOIII YOU GUYS ARE GREATI
THETA CHI'ALPHA PHI
USG ' USG ' USG ' USG
DISTRICT ONE SEAT AVAILABLE!
IF YOU LIVE IN PROUT OR OFFENHAUER
AND WANT TO MAKE DIFFERENCE
AT BGSU APPLY NOWI
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN
405 STUDENT SERVICES
THE DEADLINE IS: THURSDAY, FEB. 15TH
BY 8:00PM
USG ' USG ' USG ' USG
Win dmner with Jim Carroll, author ol Beekeioall Dlarleal Go lo Pauper's Books al 206
South Main and Ind the hidden winning copy of
Baaketball Dterteo and win a tree dinner with
the wntar. poet, and musician, Tuesday night.
February 20 after he appears in the Lenhart
Grand Balroom at 8pm. From Pauper's Books,
the English Department and Falcon Redo
WFAL, Cable 50.

EMACO cleaning hiring pL tme eves. A weekand*. Tranap. req. Competitive wages. Call
1-419-833-7502 btwn 4-6pm. leave message
w/ name A number.

S.ud«ni Pub.*aDon» t» now •ocaptiog applications for account BiecuDvot to tall yellow page
advertising m tha BGSU campus directory.
Successful canddaies musl be available to
work 20 hours per wee*. Apnl through .July, be
aggressive, well organized, and inters ted m
earning great pay To apply, slop by 204 West
Hall or cal Toby at 372-0430 for more mkxmaton. Leave a mossage

2 BDHM STUDENT RENTALS FOR
SLIMMER OR FALL. 1 BEDROOM APTS.
FOR GRAD STUDENTS ■ 352-3445

Wanted 100 Students!
Lose a-100 lbs. Nm/metabofasm
technology. I lost 12 lbs. in 3 wks.
Guaranteed Results $35-50 MC/Visa
1-800-256-7515.

353-0325' Cany Rentals
Apartmente lor 98-97 ec hool year
300 block olE Merry 9.12.15 month leases

Wanted: Mature responsible person with ffie
following abilities, technical drawing, bluepnnt
preparation, supervise and manage small shop
crew. Full knowledge of industrial power and
motor control 120. 240. 460 volts Wall work independently from protect design to completion
Musi be (amiliar with project costing and purchasing Must carry themselves professionally.
Significant experience could substitute degree
Send resume with salary history and requirements to:
Operations Manager
P.O. Box 161
Deehier. Ohio 43516
YMCA Camp Wilson in BeHefoniamo OH.
Seeks energetic stall for summer season
Many positions avail. Ind. counseling, office
asi t, horseback, insr. nurse. Pay Ind. room ft
board. Call 1-800-423-0427 for application

360 Colony Lane
Bowling Green
(Adjacent to Wal-Mart, off S. Main
St.)
Co'l For Our nfforooble lores

553 9811

EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS, 215 E.
Poe Rd., Starts at $225.
ALL utilities included. Half
the Security Deposit holds
it now 353-5800.

Apple Macintosh complete system
Mac SE 2 ST20. 800k floppy, monitor, keyboard A mouse. ImageWnter II printer 200M
240O6ps fas/modem. System 7.0 A al softy/are Indudod. $450 352-0617.

Saaf with coupon

bV
203 N. Mam, B G.
Coupon eip. 2/29/98

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166

L

\f — best value coupon •»■ •»».
BG Special
I

1 Large Pizza

|

liw/chcesc and 1 topping i

Delivered
I
Free
I
II ©MelSnssifflEtea I

J

Highland
Industries
Graduate
Rentals
Well take
care of you
Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments.

Great
Amenities:

great
skills...

A/C
on site laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. maint.

Kaplan helps you focus
your taat prep studlea and
your confidence, to you can
gat a hlghar aeora.

1-800-KAP-TEST

5 sites to
choose from:
Expiraa 2-28-96

KAPLAN
i

[I ®Mfi8(&)EIliyIrilSZfi
I

I

i

Vaatf onrr at pamrtpesna stores.

c

http://www.answErtactDry.CDm
and 48G/Penlium

$050
Additional items $1

One Subteassr needed May tvough Auguat.
1140/month plus shared utilities. Close to
carnpua. Contact Bryan or Jon at 352-4067.

Apple

with mozzarella cheese
LA ROE
SttEONLY

.T^Y^V 1 Oriw of I
;
^Crazy Bread ■

w

—
coupon
Any Large 1 item
Stuffed Crust Pizza

For Sale: Canon Starwnter 30 Word Processor. Like new, $200 or best otter. Cal
372-1287.

PART TIME HELP NEEDED MUST BE OUT
GOING AND LIKE TO MEET PEOPLE WORK
IS MOSTLY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY EVENINGS FROM 7-12 MUST HAVE RELIABLE
TRANSPORTATION
SOME PHOTOGRA
PHY BACKGROUND A PLUS BUT NOT
NECESSARY. CALL 1800-944-1633 ASK
FOR BRUCE.

:

Houses, 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apts
1 year, 9 month, and summer le
Call 352-7454

19 Inch Specialized Stump-jumper M2FS, metal
matrix frame, FSX CarborvTi front suspension, many eitras. Just overhauled, ridden hall
a season. $950. call 353-6050.

Spnng Breaki Panama City 18 Days Room With
Kitchen $iigi Walk To Best Barsi 7 Nights ki
Key West $2591 Cocoa Beach HJcn (Great
Beaches-Near Disney) $1891 Dayona $1391
http.r7www.springbreaktravel.com
1 800-678* 386.

>

House-309 N Church Si. Avail. Aug. 15. 1996
thru Aug. 15. 1997. No pets, ref req $495 plus
usl. Avail, immediately. 352-8847.

12 s 60 Hallmark moose home, unique barnsided interior, sprayed ceilings, garden tub.
New furnace, water healer, floor insulation,
and back door. Must see Interior to appreciate
Asking $8500 Only 10 miles from BG. Lawn
dale. «86 (Was ion). 669-3910.

N5S444

«

354-2260.

Professor looking tor rental, sublease OK.
Single female, clean, no pets. Engliah Dapt.
faculty. Looking lor quiet home starting Aug. or
earlier 353-8903.

t>t a higher score

Arbors ofliowGng Qrun

House lor Rent
138 Palmar. 3 bdrm. Aval. NOWI
AX. Washer/dryer hookup, range, retri*
$560 dap. 1560/mo. Tenants pay all unl. Can

-SMALL ANIMALSHampsler, Gerbels, A mica. Low prices. Cal
alter Spm weekdays or anytime on the weekend. Phone: 3534)730.

Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management expenence
next summer Earn $6,000-$i 0,000 per summar. Positions available throughout OH, Ml, IN.
including Cleveland, Columbus. Youngstown.
Cincinnati, and more. 800-887-1960.

Management Inc.

House - 236 Troup. No pets, references required. $750 plus uM Avail May 15. 10B8 thru
May 16,1997.352 <647

One bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW
Call 354-8800

Mala or tomato subleaaer from now unnl May
$22Srmo. Close to campus. Electric A phono
only. Vary race apt. Cal 353-3212.

Huge 1 brdms.,2l5E.
Poe Rd. laundry on site,
lots of parking. Starts at
$330/mo. + elec.

Else. 1 A 2 bdrm apts. in houses.
12 mo. leases only starting In May. Slave
Smith 352-8917. (no calls alter 9 00pm).

87 Odsmobilo 4 door, gray-color, new Ores,
runs e.cellenl Asking $850. Call 353-2532:
after 7pm 352-2223

WANTED

Management Inc.

152 5475

Now Available/ 1 bdrm. turn. A unlurn. apts
Cozy cottegecharm. 1 block from campus.
FREE gas beet, water, sewer. Pets permitted
Call Newlove Rentals 3525620 (Our only ot
fice)

6.99!

*&£?*

2 bedroom apt. All utilities paid
Close to campus May May $43S/mo

FOR SALE

Wool Sweater close out.
Only $30.1 weak only.
JT Cam/out" 405 Thurstm.

Management Inc.

FOR RENT

The Cleveland Yachting Club.
Summer positions at exclusive yachting dub.
Vttl train Qualified candidates as: servers, bus
sera, host/hostess, bartenders, dock attendants, groundskeepers A hleguards Training dates May 10 thru 17th. Interview now for
best positions Weds thru Sun 200 Yachl Club
Dr Rocky River. OH 44116.216-333 1155.

-i—

New New New New New
New
Hillsdale Apts., Large
studios high vaulted
ceilings, unique floor plan
and car ports.
12 mo. lease starts at
$350. 353-5800

Spring Break Specials Cancun A JamaKal
111% Lowest Price Guarantee! 7 Nights Air A
Hotel From $4281 Save »100On Food/Drinks'
hltp://www.sprlngbroaktravel com
1-800-678-6386.

Telephone antervtewtng P/T. No Sales. Some
days mostly weekends. Flexible scheduling m
Perrysborg 874-5642

Spnng Break Bahamas Party Cruisel 7 Days
$2791 Includes 15 Meals A 8 Free Parties'
Great Beachea/Nighdirel Leaves From Ft.
lauderdalel
hllpyrwww.springbreaktraval.com
1-600-878-6386

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available at National Parks.
Forests A Wildlile Preserves. Excellent benefits A bonusesi Call :i 206971 3620 eit

Multicolored suede pokel E«tra large. ISO.
Call 353-5160.

compulers • lech Support • PowerbDol Rentals • Software

I

ID™
Downtown

I

Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzie Rentals
The Farm
Call Today!
354-6036

<•

130 East Washington St.

